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Would you like to know more about The Overlook? 
❍ Please send me more information.

❍ Please keep me informed of news & upcoming events.

❍ Please contact me to schedule a tour. 

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone E-mail
Please fill out this form and mail to: The Overlook,
88 Masonic Home Road, Charlton, MA 01507

The day could not have been more perfect. Phil and Jenna came to 
visit with Sarah and we walked the campus (I still can’t get over how 
beautiful it is!). We stopped and had ice cream and played a game of 
croquet – Sarah’s idea! She has SO much energy, and there is so much
here to keep US ALL occupied! She wants to come up next weekend for
the watercolor class! Maybe I’ll take Sarah to the neighborhood gardens 
in the morning. We could cut some flowers for her to bring into class. 
Roses happen to be her favorite. MINE, TOO! I love having them visit! 
This is BETTER than I ever imagined!

Everyone has a story to tell. Start your next chapter at The Overlook. 
Contact us today to schedule your tour of central Massachusetts’ most 
desirable community for those 62 and better.

www.overlookcommunities.org  866.753.5429

Aleppo 7/07

88 Masonic Home Road, Charlton, MA 01507
Sponsored by Masonic Health System of Massachusetts

AS the clock ticks down to potential
Doomsday, we continue to wonder what is a
worse fate - to endure the rantings of anoth-

er political season (from candidates and their zeal-
ous advocates) and election, or physical annihila-
tion as a result of some catastrophic event - and
whether there is really any difference between the
two! The way we see it is that, if one party wins,
after some divine revelation and offshore banking,
the planet will be outsourced to the population of
another planet who, in disgust,  will undoubtedly
use it for target practice after enriching themselves
by stripping off any worthwhile components (we are
uncertain whether mankind would be viewed as a
worthwhile component) and, if the other party
wins, we get four more years! Of What! Fecal mat-
ter and rhetoric can be piled just so high before
they give off noxious greenhouse gases and odors
and global warming attests to the fact that the pil-
ing limits may have already been met or exceeded.

Things continue to go well for the band.
On April 15, 2012 a good sized contingent of

members participated in the Arlington,
Massachusetts Patriot's Day Parade. Continuing
issues with our float had us a bit concerned when
we arrived at the assembly point and did not find
our float waiting for us. Eventually it did show up
but later than usual. We eventually found out that

there were some issues with the truck that hauls
the float and that it was fortunate that the truck
and float even made it to Arlington. It would have
been interesting to see what  would have happened
had it not arrived (it has been a while since we have
actually walked a parade and many of us have
declined in the ability to do so since then). Idyllic
weather and an enthusiastic crowd made Arlington
as enjoyable a parade as it has ever been. The only
issue that manifested itself  was an apparent
increasing resentment as to the nature of our phys-
ical presentation as nomads of the desert. Feelings
of this sort had been welling up over the last few
years and we are fully appreciative of the reasons
for that but those feelings had been becoming
increasingly bellicose and potentially belligerent so
we had to do a reassessment of our presentation.
especially since we were surprised to experience
the feelings of resentment in a community such as
Arlington. We, nonetheless, put on a good perform-
ance and the majority of the audience did very
much enjoy our performance and we enjoyed the
opportunity to participate in the festivities of the
day.

On May 10, 2012, we held our Annual Business
Meeting prior to which we had several weeks to
consider some alternatives to our physical presen-
tation for our performances. The prospect of mak-
ing a change in our presence (and, undoubtedly,
refreshments that are served during our Annual

Meeting) brought out  a full house of Members.
Even Steve Cappers came down from Maine to
participate in the discussion and to join in the deci-
sion making process along with every other Band
Member. It is a rare event that draws all of the
Band Members together at a given time but the
gravity of the discussions did it this year and it was
a nice thing to see - showing that we really do take
what we do and how we do it very seriously. Yes, we
have fun doing it but there is also a serious side to
it as well. In the end an alternative costume for us
was chosen more on the line of being a genie-type
figure – think Aladdin. Overall this was one of the
most productive and absolutely the best attended
Business Meetings that we have had in a number of
years and we are hopeful that the decisions made
will meet with the approval of all.

By the time the Somerville, MA Memorial Day
Parade rolled around on May 27, 2012, new head
pieces for our costume had already arrived and had
been distributed. So it was decided to give them a
try. A modest number of Band Members performed
for the day and the truck that hauls our float had
been repaired so we were all set to go. We were,
nonetheless,  especially concerned about doing the
Somerville Parade this year because last year we
actually had a heckler who followed us throughout
the Parade who actually approached us in a rather
threatening fashion. This occurrence and several
other similar events contributed to our decision to
change our uniforms but we still weren't sure just
how well the new presence would be accepted.
Fortunately the new uniforms were extremely well
received and that saw the audience cheering and
applauding us as we performed. There was no
repeat of the previous year's events and that was
what we were hoping to see. At day's end everyone
agreed that the costume change was a resounding
success. The crowd enthusiasm and acceptance
along with some dancing ladies made for a very
enjoyable Parade which we feel we contributed
something to. We are looking forward to returning
to Somerville next year with none of the trepida-
tions that we had this year. Below are some pic-
tures from the Somerville Parade - taken by Jon
Lapomardo.
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CELEBRATING OUR 61st YEAR  
Rehearsals on Thursdays at 6:30 PM

From the Second Thursday in January
To the Second Thursday in November

Oriental Band Room
Second Floor

99 Fordham Road
Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887-0578

Exit 39 off Interstate 93

Visit our website at: 
http://www.oband.mysite.com

By THE ORIENTAL BAND SCRIBE


